
Smog in Kuala Lumpur 1997. Soaring pollution levels result as country
industrializes at 8 percent annually. (AP Photo)
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Paradox of industry

• Paradox: industrialization is both the cause of,
and one remedy for, greenhouse gas
emissions



Industrialization

• Two meanings of industry - 
– Sectoral definition: mining, manufacturing & energy

sectors (not agriculture)
– a particular way of organizing production, constant process

of technical and social change which increases society’s
capacity to produce a wide range of goods and services. 



Industrialization and development

• Industrialization creates more than economic growth
– Skills, understanding of time, education, state,

collaborative processes – hence ‘industrial revolution’ 
– Correlation: poor / developing / Third World / low

productivity = non-industrial

 Industrialization pre-requisite for {development} 



Capacity to reduce GHG

How can industry (increased
productive capabilities) relate
to climate change? 

– Capacity to reduce GHG
emissions, decarbonize

– More energy-efficient and
carbon-efficient industry

– Social movements / change
lead to regulation

Some elements of environmental change
follow this pattern
[World Bank: WDR 1992]



Capacity to reduce GHG II

• Regulatory capacity – democratic public action – life
cycle assessment, borders of the firm, green
regulations – interaction of social movements and
government

• Management capacity 
• Completion of investment in manufacturing and

infrastructure
• Transition to services – non-material products

(software, finance, video)
• How much due to trade in manufactured goods? 



Environmental Performance Index
(EPI)

• Two broad environmental protection
objectives: 
–  reducing environmental stresses on human

health, and 
–  promoting ecosystem vitality and sound natural

resource management. 

Source: http://epi.yale.edu/Contents





Analysis of energy and emissions

4. Energy and Energy Transition
5. Levels of agency and inequality
6. Poverty and energy – delinked
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Energy transition hypothesis

• Energy transition – comparable to demographic
transition (mortality decline followed by fertility
decline)

• Energy transition hypothesis – 
1. Changes in supply (biomass – fossil fuel - ?)
2. Structural shifts in share of commercial fuels
3. Structural shifts in consumer use and sectoral distribution
4. Changes in energy density / quality / productivity

•  with industrialization, industrial energy use declines
as proportion of total, residential and transport use
become dominant





Energy Units

David MacKay, Sustainable Energy –Without the Hot Air

Coal fields and Oil fields:
~ 500- 10,000 W/m2
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China and US compared 
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Sectoral dimension of transition

• Shift in sectoral use of energy from industrial
dominance in industrializing to residential / transport
dominance in industrialized because: 
– Industrializing economies: Industrial energy use high

during industrialization – investment in manufacturing
growth, infrastructure (roads, airports, communications)

– Mature industrialized economies – rise of services
(production of non-material goods like finance, software,
education…); greater efficiency in manufacturing

– And, what else…? 



Emissions implied by trade - Mt CO2 / yr 
Exporting countries (blue) to dominant net importing countries
(red).

[Davis and Caldeira 2010]

Emissions embodied in trade



Energy transition implications

• China ‘transformation paradox’ – emissions high
because of transition (industrial growth), and exports
of manufactures to industrialized / advanced
countries – emissions will reduce after transition

• Changing focus of energy production – with energy
transition, emissions arise from residence/transport

• Changing modality from government agencies /
corporations to rich individuals

• Sociotechnical transition – each of these end uses
have different sets of dynamics. 



Cullen and Allwood 2010

Energy sources to final services



World Energy Use in 2005 (15TW)

Adapted from Cullen and Allwood, Energy, 2010
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Cullen and Allwood 2010

Energy sources to final services



CO2e/ Person (tons)

Population (billions)



(Chakravarty et al 2009) 

Carbon emissions – individual not national



Chakravarty et al. PNAS, 106 (29), 2009

Global emissions – and energy justice (2030)



Cheap gas – Romney and Obama

• Pielke’s ‘iron law’ of climate policy
– ‘When policies focused on economic growth

confront policies focused on emissions reductions,
it  is economic growth that will win out every
time’ (Pielke 2010: 46) 

• Political sensitivity of gas prices, particularly in
the US – need other ways than price to
influence consumption (path dependence –
European high energy prices). 



Climate change / industrialization / development

• Agency of emissions reduction changes 
– from states to particular sources (disaggregate by income)
– From individuals to meso-levels (Sankey diagram)
– Situate climate change in relation to other objectives (iron

law)
– Centrality of transition in understanding emissions

reductions and the role of industrializing economies

• Emerging economies (India, China, Africa) need
energy to industrialize 
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